
Which JVM are you using?
And why is it still Java 8?
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Can you upgrade your current 
JVM Version to the latest? Now?



5 ~ 8 Minutes

Manual

Fully automated

(Zero human intervention)



It is a very simple task technically, 
but very difficult to get it through.



Because it is so. 


The architects took that decision.


It has to be discussed with the POs


Production must be stable.

Some common reasons  
on why you can’t upgrade:



If you don’t have a good technical reason, 
you have an organisational problem.



How technologically capable is 
your organisation?



Capability

Performance

C0
Strict separation of Development and Operations 
4 to 5 releases a year 
Takes several months to bring a feature into production 
Cumbersome and bureaucratic release cycle. It takes weeks to plan a release

C1
Separation of Development and Operations 
Several releases a year 
Takes months to bring a feature into production 
Cumbersome release cycle. It takes days to plan a release

C2
Communication between Development and Operations 
Several releases per month 
Takes weeks to bring a feature into production 
Simplified release plan. Developers may release into production.

C3
Practices DevOps 
Several releases per week 
Takes a couple of weeks to bring a feature into production 
Developers release into production.

C4
Practices DevOps and can measures features. 
Several releases per day 
Takes days or weeks to bring a feature into production 
Has cross-functional teams

C5
Uses metrics to plan new features. 
Many releases per day 
Takes days to bring a feature into production 
Real time data of application usage.
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High performers

Medium performers

Low performers

Capability

Performance



Many organisations think this is the goal 
Or are happy when they reach this stage

Capability

Performance



They are “on the cloud” and they deploy more or less frequent.

Capability

Performance

Many organisations think this is the goal 
Or are happy when they reach this stage



They are “on the cloud” and they deploy more or less frequent. 
But this is just the beginning of the journey.

Capability

Performance

Many organisations think this is the goal 
Or are happy when they reach this stage



These companies adapt incredible fast to the market 
 and gain a lot of market share. They continue adding  
more capabilities, thus separating way further from the rest  

Capability

Performance



These companies move fast but cannot cope  
with the speed of the top performers. 

Capability

Performance



These companies will eventually be out. 

Capability

Performance



Technical 
Challenges

Organisational or 
“Mindset” 
Challenges

Capability

Performance



You have the technology at your disposal. 
Your organisation is probably still using MDD (Management Driven Development). 
You think you are doing agile.

Capability

Performance



Why bother with Software 
delivery performance?



“Because IT performance affects 
an organisation’s ability to achieve 
broader organisational goals.”

Accelerate - Building and Scaling High Performing Technology Organisations  
Nicole Forsgren, PhD Jez Humble, and Gene Kim



Which goals exactly?



Market share
Productivity
Operating efficiency
Customer Satisfaction
Quality of products & Services



“High performance organisations are 
consistently twice as likely to exceed 
their goals as low performers.”



Industrial Era

Requirements Implementation Testing Production



Implementation

Industrial Era

Requirements Testing Production

Most effort and capacity is spent here



Implementation

Industrial Era

Requirements Testing Production

Most effort and capacity is spent here

Months & years
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Post-Industrial Era

Speed!
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Idea Production

Measuring Lead Time



Example
Loosely based on a real project

Idea

• Product manager writes a doc. 
• It took some weeks or even a 

month to get approval. 
• Several meetings and workshops 

with many teams take place to 
discuss how to integrate the 
feature. 

• One of the teams blocks the 
feature because they have no 
capacity. 

• More workshops and meetings.

• Implementation. 
• Release coordination with other 

teams. 
• Other teams may not be as fast 

and they delay the release. 
• More meetings as the idea is not 

yet ready and needs to be further 
discussed.

• Deployment in 
production. 

• Fixing errors and 
scalability issues. 

• No metrics of product 
usage. 

• Deployment in 
production. 

• Nobody uses the product.





Idea Production

Elite performer edition

Discuss the idea 
and form a small 

team

Prepare the 
components and 

validate the 
feature

Implement feature 
and metrics to 
measure the 
success on 
production

Tweak the feature 
according to the 

metrics observed.



Production

Elite performer edition
The feature is not widely available. 
It is available to a small percentage 

of the users.

Also, the feature is not a full blown 
service or product, it is an MVP.



Idea Production

Elite performer edition

Discuss the idea 
and form a small 

team

Implement feature 
and metrics to 
measure the 
success on 
production

2 days 3 days 10 days

Prepare the 
components and 

validate the 
feature



Inverse Conway Maneuver



Evolve your team and organisational 
structure to promote your desire 

architecture

Inverse Conway Maneuver



Elite performer edition
An example from Slack

Slack Huddles
“We built a prototype for the first prompt in about a week.” 

“At the end of our pilot, we had more than 100,000 people 
testing it. But it started with only ten people. Every time we 
would polish it up a little bit, hear from people, refine the 
experience, do another build, and expand the audience. It 
was figuring out what sticks, what doesn’t and learning 
what the primary use cases were.”



Elite performer edition
An example from Slack

Slack Huddles
“You measure your product’s impact by putting it into 
people’s hands, seeing how they use it, seeing how it 
makes them feel, and listening to the feedback they give 
you.”



How can my organisation  
be faster?



Cross-functional and dynamic teams

Features are validated with data from Production

Developers are problem solvers not “factory workers”.

Share business metrics with your engineers.

Let developers communicate directly.

Improve developer experience.

As an organisation…



Use source code management

Infrastructure / Pipeline as Code.

Increase observability.

Unit / Integration tests.

Trunk-based development.

As developers…



Speed enables Innovation



https://twitter.com/benedictevans/status/1038903063421976576?s=20



Innovation is about experimenting.  
You want to test if your experiment works. 
You want this feedback as fast as possible.



CI / CD Pipelines
Cloud Native Agile

Cross-functional teams

Speed

Culture

Metrics

Feedback
Software 
DevelopmentReward risk

A/B Testing

MVP Evolutionary Architecture
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Thank you!
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